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Automatic rotary machine for the continuous dry-offset printing up to
4 colours on the ﬂat top side of plastic caps. Control of all machine
functions and accessories installed, by a PLC with digital Bus Field
system. Productivity up to 2.500 or 5.000 ppm according to the
conﬁguration of the line. The machine is also available in the version
equipped with a Pre-Print unit for the decoration of a base
colour background and with quality inspection
systems.

Technical standard characteristics
















modular printing head model TSO 2060;
hinged roller-holding heads for easy opening in order to facilitate
plate changing and plate and roller cleaning;
accurate register for the axial and peripheral adjustment of the
plates. This operation can be carried out while the machine is
working;
rollers on ink fountain controlled by a 3-phase A.C. motor, with
frequency converter, in order to ensure adjustment of a precise
quantity of ink;
all the gears have inclined teeth to ensure a positive control and
avoid shadows on the decoration;
magnetic plate-holding cylinders;
rotary drum with integrated vacuum for cap holders;
control of all machine and accessory functions by touch-screen
Human Machine Interface (HMI) with digital Bus-Field system;
speed variator with 3-phase motor and electronic control of
number of revolutions by inverter;
gravity feeder complete of hopper with intermediate buffer and
splitting device to ﬁt the automatic loading device;
jet stream conveyor with multiple rails to cap holders;
ﬂame pre-treatment with double burner and electronic ﬂame
detection;
drying through UV lamp with electronic control.

Optional Devices







dust cleaner and static electricity remover;
Pre-Print unit;
remote technical assistance;
quality control system with camera;
electronic piece-counter for boxing;
box handling system;

Technical data


production speed: up to 2.500 caps/minute or up to 5.000
caps/minute according to machine conﬁguration.

Please contact MOSS in case of containers which sizes go beyond
by defect or by excess, the above mentioned dimensions.

